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“Sachen machen mit KI: “Automatic Cash Desk
System for Canteens
New Series of Interactive Videos Presents KIT Startups that Use AI as a Tool
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KIT’s startup auvisus develops an automatic cash desk system for canteens. (Photo:
Dominic Hohlbaum)

Press contact:
In automatic translation, navigation systems, or music streaming recommendations: Artificial Intelligence (AI) is increasingly
part of our everyday life. Startups of Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) use this key technology to manage smaller or bigger challenges. The new series of interactive videos of KIT presents the work of these AI pioneers. Part 1 of the series focuses
on canteen operation. With an AI for image recognition, the
startup auvisus plans to accelerate payment at canteens.
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“Artificial intelligence offers big opportunities to solve challenges facing society and is a crucial factor in worldwide economic competition.
However, it also gives rise to fears of e.g. security risks. Both factors
have to be considered,” says the President of KIT, Professor Holger
Hanselka, who also is member of the steering group of the Learning
Systems Platform initiated by the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research. “Startups of KIT demonstrate how AI can be used as a tool
for the benefit of society. The entrepreneurs present their ideas to
solve problems in an innovative way and to create a real added value
for society.”
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The new series of interactive videos in German “Sachen machen mit
KI” (things to do with AI) demonstrates how AI is used by KIT’s
startups.
Part 1 presents auvisus (in German):
www.kit.edu/kassensystem

In the interactive video, users can watch the ideas of auvisus from three different perspectives. (Photo: Dominic Hohlbaum)

auvisus: Automatic Cash Desk System at the Canteen
The two auvisus founders Felix Schweikardt and Kai Dierenbach
have developed an automatic cash desk system for canteens.
“Queues at canteens are annoying for both customers and canteen
staff,” Felix Schweikardt says. “By image recognition based on artificial intelligence, we can solve this problem.” Customers simply place
their selected lunch below a camera. An artificial neural network identifies characteristics, such as the shape, size, or color and sorts the
dishes accordingly in an imaginary space. Similar dishes are allocated to a similar space based on these characteristics. And if the AI
has been trained properly, the dish is recognized.
A New Video Format for Interactive Contents
KIT presents “Sachen machen mit KI” in a new video format for interactive contents. While playing the video in the interactive video player,
viewers can choose among different image and sound tracks and obtain information from various perspectives.
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Information for Editorial Offices: In a few steps, the interactive
video can also be integrated into your own reports. For this access
the embed code via the information button directly in the player. The
interactive videos of the series can be used in connection with your
reports about the KIT or the AI startups. Use the following source
note: (Video: KIT).
The video player can be downloaded on the website of KIT’s Center
for Technology-enhanced Learning (ZML): https://zml.kit.edu/videoplayer.php
The interactive video player is a software developed by KIT and published under a Creative Commons license. It can also be used as an
open source with a CC-BY license for own creative contents.
More about the KIT Information · Systems · Technologies Center:
http://www.kcist.kit.edu
Being “The Research University in the Helmholtz Association,“
KIT creates and imparts knowledge for the society and the environment. It is the objective to make significant contributions to the
global challenges in the fields of energy, mobility and information.
For this, about 9,300 employees cooperate in a broad range of disciplines in natural sciences, engineering sciences, economics,
and the humanities and social sciences. KIT prepares its 25,100
students for responsible tasks in society, industry, and science
by offering research-based study programs. Innovation efforts at
KIT build a bridge between important scientific findings and their
application for the benefit of society, economic prosperity, and the
preservation of our natural basis of life. KIT is one of the German
universities of excellence.
This press release is available on
http://www.sek.kit.edu/english/press_office.php.
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The photos in the best quality available to us may be downloaded under www.kit.edu or requested by mail to
presse@kit.edu or phone +49 721 608-21105. The photos may be
used in the context given above exclusively.
This year’s anniversary logo recalls the milestones reached by KIT
and its long tradition in research, teaching, and innovation. On October 1, 2009, KIT was established by the merger of its two predecessor
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institutions: the Polytechnic School and later University of Karlsruhe
was founded in 1825, the Nuclear Reactor Construction and Operation Company and later Karlsruhe Research Center in 1956.
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